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Firstly, we will explain important instructions in order to make Kopi Luwak. The main and significant
instructions are as follows:

1.	The first instruction is that person should spoon the small portion of this gourmet coffee into
his/her coffee grinder and then set to the fine grind for making delicious coffee. Then, person should
start grinder and should wait until the cycle gets finished.

2.	The second instruction is that person should fill the filter with the right amount of coffee. This type
of gourmet coffee can be prepared strong so person should use at least 2 to 3 table spoon per cup
of coffee if person would like to drink strong coffee. Moreover, person should pour boiling water in
order to extract coffee. The best temperature for making this type of gourmet coffee is almost 200
degrees Fahrenheit. If person feels that his/her water quantity is less than perfect quantity then
person should use bottled water.

3.	Last main instruction for making Kopi Luwak is that person should heat the half of vacuum with
fresh coffee beans along with water. Person should heat the vacuum. After some minutes, person
should remove and wait until the coffee gets back at the bottom of the pot. Then person should
allow the coffee to steep for almost ten minutes and then serve immediately.

Now the question arises that how person buy Kopi Luwak? Person can easily purchase this type o
gourmet coffee in any grocery store but there are various online retailers are available for providing
best types of gourmet beans. Basically, Kopi Luwak is an Indonesian coffee. The scarcity of this
original and reliable gourmet coffee is that it only available in limited quantities. Person can easily
buy unprocessed Kopi Luwak or gourmet beans to his/her colour preference. This type of gourmet
coffee is available in different mixed packages such as Arabica, Robusta and other mixed
packages. As we mentioned earlier that this type of gourmet coffee is expensive so person should
consider the cost factor before purchasing this type of gourmet coffee. Normally, the price of Kopi
Luwak starts from $ 190. On the other hand, the price small quantities range from $ 40 for 2 ounce
of coffee.

Finally, we can say that these are important and significant instructions for making delicious and
unique Kopi Luwak. If any person wants to make this tasty and delicious gourmet coffee in winter
season then person should strictly follow these instructions. On the other hand, if person wants to
purchase this gourmet coffee then person should choose the best and reputable grocery store from
where person can easily find original and real Kopi Luwak coffee. Because person should know that
he/she spend maximum amount of money for purchasing this expensive coffee.
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